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Minutes – June 15, 2015 
 

Association pour la protection du Lac Heney 

Association for the protection of Lake Heney 

Directors’ Meeting 

25OneCommunity, 251 Bank St., Second Floor 

 

Attendance 

Present: Absent: 

Chuck Gaudreau, Chair  

Paul Banks  

Don Ford  

Denis Levesque 

Colin McCorriston  

Tom McKenna  

Ashwin Shingadia  

Gerry Webb  

Gad Perry  

Gerry Holt 

Al O’Brien  

John O’Brien 

Michael Wolfson  

John Rayner (Foundation) 

Rock Radovan  

 

Greg Skaret 

 

 

 

1) Opening Remarks/Approval of the Agenda 

 

A motion to adopt the agenda for the meeting was proposed by Gad Perry and seconded by Gerry H. 

 

2) Minutes of previous meetings 

 

The minutes from the meeting of May 5, 2015 were reviewed and adopted on a motion Gerry W. by 

seconded by Gerry H.  

 

3) Business Arising from previous meeting  

 

Action items were reviewed briefly and will be discussed later.  

 

4) Association Committees – AGM Content  

 

a) Comite Paritaire/State of the Lake 

Tom, Michael, Hélène Goulet, Chantal Picard and two consultants from Golder Associates met to 

discuss the findings of their monitoring report. The water was the coolest and the clearest it had 

been since 2008.  Dissolved  oxygen was the best it had been since 2008. Even at the bottom of the 

lake the measurement was 1.27 mg/L. If we have this concentration at the bottom of the lake, it 
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precludes the release of phosphorus from the sediments.  If we go to graph that Carignan started 

(Graph 9), we can see the weighted average TP accounting for lake volume is 13.9 µg/l for 2014.The 

mean (not weighted) value of all measurements across the lake is 17.4 µg/l.  The Phosporous cycle is 

controlled by the dissolved oxygen levels.  As long as we have good mixing in the lake, than the 

dissolved oxygen will keep phosphorous bound in the sediments. We are only going to continue to 

sample the Central Basin since it is representative of the whole lake.  There was reduction of 

phosphorus concentrations from previous year, so the lake does appear to be getting better.  The 

recommendation of the report included that we perform some algae speciation.  Our lake is 

mesotrophic – we are in the middle of the scale. The lake is not in as good health as Pemichangan or 31 

mile, but better than it has been. The cold weather was optimal last year, but it does not necessarily 

reflect a trend. Tom has been in touch with Francis Pick at U of O to see about conducting a sediment 

analysis.   

 

The CP discussed whether we should we perform TP on other lakes. It was concluded unanimously that 

we should. This recommendation will carry forward through the foundation. The Ministry of the 

Environment was happy that we were being more inclusive and communicating with the entire 

watershed. Tom currently has one quote for monitoring the other lakes ($20 k), but it included Chat 

Sauvage, which won’t be included. Chuck clarified that while we were saving money on Heney 

monitoring, the sampling will be more expensive than it has been in the past with the addition of the 

other lakes.  

 

Action: Tom will draft a motion with a quote for lake sampling for the approval of the 

Foundation. The Foundation will vote on it before the AGM.  

 

We will be reducing overall monitoring of Heney, but expanding monitoring in the watershed.  We will 

do this for the first year and see how it goes. The RSVL program was discussed as it may be a future 

possibility for watershed lakes. Carignan had previously discounted watershed lakes as a significant 

source of phosphorous, since the volumes coming from other lakes were comparatively low. However, 

we still don’t know definitively what these lakes are contributing. Michael indicated that we are 

charging ahead with the assumption that it is contributing enough phosphorus, but felt we would need a 

computer model to tell how much of an impact these lakes are having on Heney. We need to sensibly 

understand where the main part of the load is coming from.  

 

Chuck indicated that other lakes may have issues to resolve, but they have to be willing to do 

something about it too. Colin indicated that this monitoring and survey is our first step, a basic fact 

finding mission.  

 

Action: Tom will send Chuck what he intends to include in the AGM presentation in one week’s 

time.  

 

Action: The State of the Lake presentation at the AGM will include the poop talk video about 

septic systems.  

 

b) Environment/Communication 

 

Rock is working on water quality parameter that is easier to understand.  John O’Brien reported that 

Chuck had success getting mailing labels from the municipalities. LSM will mail out 300, as well as 

Gracefield. They have an 8 page survey in French and English with approx. 25 questions (mix of 
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True/False; pick things from the list).  They are also collecting demographic info from survey 

participants. This has been a collaboration between communication consultant and members of the 

Association committee. John O. is hoping to sign off on the final survey tonight and the target date 

will be to launch it in a couple weeks. There is an online alternative, as well.  John indicated there would 

be a button on the website to link to the survey. The return address is actually to the communication 

consultant in Ottawa. Could the survey be handed out at the AGM? Yes, it could be available. Chuck 

asked if the survey requested identification and mailing address. John indicated that it was added.  

 

Action: John will provide 70 to 100 printouts of the survey for the AGM.  

 

The Kiosk was discussed. Tom has a meeting to discuss the project tomorrow with a LSM official. We 

have permission to do it, but need to need to pick the exact location on the corner of Chemin Lemens 

and Chemin Lac Vert. He is hoping they can create a spot to park a car and put the Kiosk.  

 

Annie Parent will be coming to make a presentation at the AGM about shoreline plants that can be used 

to capture phosphate. She is a biologist who has her own business in horticultural services and has 

worked with Municipality. She connected us with a greenhouse that has dozen or more plant species 

that can be used on the shoreline. It is key that plants be native, deer resistant and beaver proof. She 

has a catalogue and sells plants. It was discussed that we might want to consider a shoreline 

rehabilitation program this year or next. Chuck said there are financial subsidies available to Lake 

residents and there are a few horticulturalists that specialize in rehabilitation.  Mme. Parent will have 

a 20 minute segment, but if there is interest, we could have another meeting in the summer.  

 

Action: Rock proposed the Association reimburse some amount of plants purchased by members 

for shoreline rehabilitation. It was decided to raise it at the next Directors’ meeting.  

 

Chuck discussed that we should borrow best practices from RCI, even though we are not subject to 

this regulation. They are starting to enforce the by-law.  

 

    The 3-E plan should be discussed first. This would fall within the mandate of the Foundation.  

 

Action: Chuck will put together a sequence for an AGM presentation, will talk with contributors 

and request a contribution within one week.  

 

c) Municipal Affairs  

Chuck has been dealing with the two municipalities for mailing the surveys.  The Association will have 

to pick up cost of postage and photocopies, which would be 640 copies for mailing and approximately 

100 copies at the AGM. We are going to need a print shop. Gracefield will pay ½ of the costs and will 

he will approach LSM to pay ½.  Chuck was congratulated for getting Gracefield to contribute.  

 

Action: It was decided that the Mayors could be invited to the AGM since it is not an election 

year.  

 

Al O’Brien asked if other lake associations show up at the AGM?  Chuck said yes. Last year, someone 

from Lac Désormaux came.  It is a good idea to invite people.  

 

d) Website  
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Denis reported that modifications to the new website are up and running.  Anyone can pay their 

membership on-line; can become a member on-line (might be some duplication if people have already 

signed up and there is an issue with people outside of the country signing up, so we may need to be 

careful); and, a bulletin board concept has been added to the website.  

 

e) Treasurer’s Report  

 

Action: Denis will send Chuck bullets for website and Treasurer’s report.  

 

 

5) Other Business 

 

Heney Lake Charter: Chuck indicated that we need to bring up the question of whether the APLH is going 

to expand its charter to include other watershed lakes. We will need to review the letters patent. He 

indicated we can introduce the idea at the AGM, but can’t make it legal until we have a vote on the 

resolution. We need to give notice of resolution and then have two weeks for a vote on the issue. Don 

indicated it can just be done at the next AGM if topic is discussed at this AGM.  It was discussed that the 

board of directors should be open to members from other watersheds.  It was discussed that a change of 

the letters patent for the APLH could have an effect on the Foundation, so this will have to be discussed.  

 

Action: Chuck will bring up the resolution to expand the APLH charter at the AGM.  

 

Action: John Rayner will look into whether this change to expand the Association and the board 

could have an impact on the Foundation.  

 

Municipal Assessment Info: Chuck indicated that a formal letter has been sent out by the Association to 

the Mayor of Gracefield requesting that they make information on municipal assessments available in 

advance of the next property tax bills in 2016. Chuck would like to invite the two mayors to the AGM and 

ask them to participate officially in person. 

 

Replacing departing directors:  Gerry Webb discussed that he would put a plea for new directors to 

replace retiring directors in the mail-out for the AGM.  Gerry W., Don Ford, Al O’Brien, and Erin are 

retiring from the board. We haven’t had any response so far. He was wondering if another message should 

go out? Gad Perry said the AGM is the best opportunity to recruit people.  There is no minimum number 

the board has to carry.  It was mentioned that we need some people who are fluently bilingual.  

 

Action: Gerry W. will send Pierre Calvé an email about recruiting bilingual directors as he may know 

someone who would be interested.  

 

 

Rock brought up two items to discuss. First, he proposed organizing a roadside clean-up on July 18th, to 

strike while the iron is hot. It would show that the Association is doing something, help meet people and 

gather a base of volunteers we could call upon. He would like to raise it at the AGM. We would need to use 

our own garbage bins for the effort. Secondly, he would like to discuss the water quality index at the 

AGM.  Rock spoke to a scientist who puts together the index and she got excited about this application. 

One thing that she pointed out is that it gives you a number, but you need to give some context to it. You 

need to have a target, such as what we hope to achieve? Did the treatment work? If the target is a level 

of Dissolved Oxygen to sustain Lake Trout, we would look for 6.5 mg/L of dissolved oxygen in the deepest 
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part of the lake. It is very basic. We have the 15 µg/l target for phosphorus.  We can use the index to 

show how well are we going to meet those targets.  We don’t get into the weeds, but instead could use 

simple grade ratings etc. Tom suggested we use the same parameters as the Quebec government uses:  

phosphorus, chlorophyll, transparency, and oxygen. The scientist felt the rapid reduction of phosphorus 

was an indication the treatment worked, but it wasn’t a long time to show a trend.  She thought we should 

use the measurements from August because at that time everything has been mixed. Al O’Brien 

commented that he agreed with Rock that a more general goal with a scientific explanation would be 

useful.  A report card is a nice indicator. Michael Wolfson asked if we would like to have more than one 

indicator for each parameter, since it is a complex system and we don’t know if it is going to settle down. 

Rock mentioned that it is possible to simplify it a fair bit. Chuck wants Rock to talk about it at the AGM. 

Colin agreed that we should keep is simple to convey that this is a small part that you can do, and if 

everyone acts responsibly we have a chance of succeeding. Michael suggested that we need to be able to 

look at the long term trends too, and also what people can do in their own yards.  
 

6) Date of the next meeting 

 

The meeting adjourned at 9:10pm. The next meeting is the AGM, scheduled for June 28, 2015.   
 

EKS  

2015-06-15 

 

Action Items: 

1. Tom will draft a motion with a quote for lake sampling for the approval of the Foundation. 

The Foundation will vote on it before the AGM. 

2. Tom will send Chuck what he intends to include in the AGM presentation in one week’s time. 

3. The State of the Lake presentation at the AGM will include the poop talk video about septic 

systems.  

4. Rock proposed the Association reimburse some amount of plants purchased by members for 

shoreline rehabilitation.  

5. John will provide 70 to 100 printouts of the survey for the AGM.  

6. Chuck will put together a sequence for an AGM presentation, will talk with contributors and 

request a contribution within one week.  

7. It was decided that the Mayors could be invited to the AGM since it is not an election year.  

8. Denis will send Chuck bullets for website and Treasurer’s report.  

9. Chuck will bring up the resolution to expand the APLH charter at the AGM.  

10. John Rayner will look into whether this change to expand the Association and the board could 

have an impact on the Foundation. 

11. Gerry W. will send Pierre Calvé an email about recruiting bilingual directors as he may know 

someone who would be interested.  

 

 

 


